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DEFORMATIONS

OF COMPACT DIFFERENTIABLE
TRANSFORMATION GROUPS.*

By

RICHARD

and

S. PALAIS

E.

THOMAS

STEWART.t

Let G be a Lie group and M a differentiable
(= Cr,r 1) manifold.
We recall that a differentiable
action of G on M is a differentiable
map
and
if
e
is
the
p),
identity
yp:G X M -M suchthat o(g1,((g2, p)) )=
i y(glg2,
of G, then yp
of a differentiable
action (pof G
(e, p) = p. By a deformation
on M we mean a one-parameter
familysot(t E I
[0, 1]) of differentiable
actions of G on M such that SOo soand the map (g, p, t) -y sot
(g, p) of
G X M X I into M is continuous. If the lattermap is differentiable,
we say
that the deformation
of M is
sptis differentiable.Recall that a deformation
a one-parameter
family vt(t C .I) of diffeomorphisms
of M such that 1' is the
identityand (p, t) -* -q't(p) is a continuousmap of M X I into iMl. If the
lattermap is differentiable,
thentt is called a differentiable
deformation
of MI.
Given a differentiable
action soof G on M and a [differentiable]
deformation tt of M1we definea [differentiable]
deformationsotof soby (pt(g,p)
We
call
a
deformationof so [differ-frt(s (g, 't-'(p))).
[differentiable]
entiably]trivialif it can be expressedin this form. Recall that two differentiableactions sooand soiof G on M are called equivalentif thereexists a
t of M such that soi(g,
diffeomorphism
p) ip(s(g, +-' (p) ) ). Thus if a
deformation
sotof an actionsois trivial,thensois equivalentto sotfor all t C I.
Now it is an easy consequenceof a theoremprovedby one of the authors
[1, Theorem1] that everydifferentiable
actionof a Lie groupon a Euclidean
space with at least one stationarypoint can be differentiably
deformedinto
a linear action. On the otherhand, thereis an example of a differentiable
(in factreal analytic) actionofthe circlegroupon fivedimensionalEuclidean
space which is knownnot to be equivalentto a linear action. Also, it is a
trivial observationthat all actions of the line on the torus definedby left
translatingby a one parametersubgroupare differentiably
deformableinto
each other. However,theyclearlyare not all equivalent,somebeing periodic
and othersnot. Thus fromthe hypothesisthat G is compactor that M is
=

=
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compactwe cannotconcludethat all differentiable
deformations
of aniaction
of G on 111are trivial. However,we will show that if both G and 3I are
deformationof a differelntiable
compact,then everydifferentiable
action of
G oinM is in fact differentiably
trivial. First, however,we must recall a
deformations
fairlywell-knownrelationthat exists betweendifferentiable
of
time dependentvectorfields. A differentiable
manifoldsand differentiable
time dependentvectorfieldon 31 is a familyX (t) (t C I) of vectorfieldson
M such that (p, t) -* X (t)p is a differentiable
map of 31 X I intothe tangeint
bundle of 711(equivalently,in local coordinatesthe componentsof X (t) p
in t and the coordinatesof p). A differentiable
are jointly differentiable
path y: I-* M is called an integralcurve of X(t) if its tangent at t is
that t-* (y(t), t)
X(t)y(t) forall t C I. This is equivalentto the requirement
be an integral curve of the vector field X* on M X I given by X* (p,t)
= (X(t), Dt). If tt is a deformation
of M, thenwe definea differentiable
time dependentvectorfieldX (t) on 211by X (t) ,(p) tangentto s-> Vfs(p)
at s t. The uniquenesstheoremfor ordinarydifferential
equationsimplies
that ctcan be recoveredfromX, for t-At (p) is the integralcurve of X
startingat p. If 31 is not compact,then not every differentiable
time
dependentvectorfieldX (t) arises in this way; in fact, there will not in
generalbe an integralcurveof X (t) startingat an arbitrarypoint p of M
and definedfor the whole unit interval. However,if 311is compact,this
pathologycannot arise and everydifferentiable
time dependentvectorfield
on M generatesa differentiable
of 31. We now prove
deformation
THEOREM.
If ypis a differentiable
action of a compactLie group G on
the compactdifferentiable
manifoldJI, then any differentiable
deformation
trivial.
of sois differentiably

Proof. If sotis a differentiable
deformationof so,then 1: G X 31 X I
M
3 X I definedby 4c(g,(p, t)) = (sot(g,
p), t) is clearlya differentiable
action
of G on 31 X I. If we write I9 for the diffeomorphism
(p, t) -* i (g, (p, t) )
of M XI and 7r forthe projectionof 31 X I on I, then r0g irforall g C G.
Let ASdenote the vectorfield (0, D) on 31 X I. Since G is compact,we
can '"average" A over G, i. e. formthe vectorfield A* definedby *(p,t)
=f 89 (A-l(PIt) )d (g) where,uis laar measureon G. Since 1 is differentiable,a* is a differentiable
vectorfield. By iinvarianceof Ilaar measure
A* is invariant,in the sensethat 3bg(A*p, t)) = A1g(P,t).
=
Because 8&rT&9
for all g C G and 87r(A-g(p,t)) = Dt, it followsthat 8r(A*&p,t))
Dt, and
therefore * (p,t)
(X (t) p, Dt) for some differentiabletime dependent vector
X
field ( t) oI M1. If At is the corresponeding
differentiable
of 31,
deformation
-

=
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then (t t(p), t) is the integralcurve of A* startingat (p, 0). Since A* is
invariant,it followsthat 4>g('t (p), t) is the integralcurveof A* startingat
p), 0). But 4g(it(p), t) ( t(g,ot(p)), t) and
Ig(p, 0) (yo(g,p), 0) (yo(g,
theintegralcurveof z* startingat (yp(g,
p), 0) is (it(yp(g,
p)), t), so ft(g, ft(p))
t(y(g,p)). Replacingp by't-'(p) we get ot(g,p)
vt(jp(g,
ft-'(p))). q. e. d.
The notionof a deformationof a generalgroup action on a space can
be defined,of course,exactlyas above replacingall hypothesisof differentietc. However,the
abilityby continuity,
diffeomorphism
by homeomorphism,
above theoremis false then even under the most stringentdemandsshortof
the assumptionsof the theorem(indeed " almost all " actions of compact
groups on a spherecan be deformedto linear actions). In a sense this is
fortunatesince we knowthat the conclusionof the theorem,i. e. two actions
that can be deformedinto one anotherare equivalentby conjugation,is too
demanding. Saying that two actions yp,yp'are D-equivalentif there is a
=

=

=

=

=

deformation sptsuch that y0 =y0, Yl =Yp'

provides us with a partition of all

action of a compactgroup G on Al which is conceivablymore convenient
formanyof thetheoremsof transformation
groups. Assumingthatthe group
G is compactand the space Al on which it acts is a compact,generalized
manifoldthe followingproblemsseem reasonable:
(1) If ypand yp'are D-equivalentactionsof G on iM,are the orbitspaces
of the same homotopytype?
(2) If ypand yp'are D-equivalent,what is the relationof their orbit
structures?In particular,are the fixedpointsetsof thesame homotopy
type?
It is not even clearin (2) that if yphas fixedpoints,thenthe same must

be true of yp'.
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